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ABSTRACT 
The notion of intertwining matrices introduced recently by the authors is used to 
study Loewner matrices. As in the case of Hankel and BBzout matrices compatible 
with a polynomial f of degree not necessarily equal to the size of the matrices, the 
theory requires a careful handling of polynomials with a root at infinity. The authors 
establish first some technical results (essentialIy of a projective character) concerning 
divisibility of such polynomials. These are then used to represent products of the form 
B1&lB&l . . . B,;‘B 2r+ I, where the Bj are BBzoutian matrices corresponding to a 
polynomial f again in the form of a BBzoutian matrix corresponding to the same 5 
This result can be deduced from the Bamett formula if the degree of f equals the size 
of the matrices, but requires the intertwining theory if this assumption is dropped. 
Among other results, a strengthening and a conceptual proof of a recent result of Z. 
Vavrin on inverses of Loewner matrices is given. In the last section the authors 
investigate analogies of Bamett type formulae for BBzoutian matrices B(f, g) where 
the degree of f is allowed to be smaller than the size of the matrix. The Barnett 
formula does not extend immediately, but it can be shown that an analogous formula 
holds asymptotically in the general case. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is devoted to an analysis of intertwining relations for 
Loewner matrices. In the paper “Intertwining and testing matrices corre- 
sponding to a polynomial” [3] the authors have introduced a class of matrices 
which extends in a natural manner the notion of a companion matrix. If f is a 
polynomial of degree n with companion matrix C and if H is an n by n 
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Hankel matrix compatible with f, then it is well known that the intertwining 
relation 
HCT= CH 
holds. The situation changes if we consider an n by n Hankel matrix 
compatible with a polynomial f of degree k < n; in a sense which we have 
explained in [3] and [4], we shall speak of f as having a root of multiplicity 
n - k at infinity. For this case we have given a complete description of the 
class S%‘(“)(f) of matrices such that R E 9(“)(f) is equivalent to the fulfil- 
ment of the relation 
HRT = RH 
for every Hankel matrix of size n compatible with f. It turns out that 
9(“)(f) is an algebra whose structure is determined by the multiplicities of 
the distinct roots of J It was obvious from the formulae that the order in 
which the roots appear in the structure descriptions of H and R must be the 
same for both matrices. This was tacitly assumed in the two papers [3] and 
[4] in order not to complicate the statements of the results. 
In the present paper we intend to develop a parallel theory for the 
somewhat more complicated case of Loewner matrices. To obtain an analo- 
gous characterization of Loewner matrices in terms of intertwining relations 
we have to consider, this time, two families of intertwining matrices. Also, the 
root at infinity requires more careful handling. The present treatment also 
puts into evidence more clearly the projective character of the theory, which 
becomes obvious as soon as we attempt to present an approach which does 
not give the root at infinity a privileged position. As a first step towards this 
aim we review, in the first section of the present note, the basic notions of the 
theory: instead of considering the matrices as being assigned to a polynomial, 
we stress their dependence on what we call a projective spectrum-a notion 
which takes into account the root at infinity as well as the order of the roots. 
In the second section we introduce classes of Loewner matrices correspond- 
ing to a projective spectrum and characterize them by intertwining relations. 
The third section contains a quantitative version of a result on products of 
Bezoutians and their inverses which appears in its qualitative form already in 
our second paper [4] of this series. As a corollary, we obtain a generalization 
of a recent result of Z. VavKn [8] on inverses of Loewner matrices as well as 
an interesting Bamett type formula for Loewnerians. In the fourth section we 
present an extension of the Bamett factorization formula for Bezoutians to 
the case where the degree of f is smaller than the size of the matrix. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper n will be a fixed positive integer. Unless explicitly 
stated otherwise, a matrix is taken to be an n by n matrix with complex 
entries. A vector is a column vector of length n; its components are indexed 
by indices 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. The same convention is adopted for matrices. If z is 
a complex number we write p(z) for the vector 
p(z) = (l,z, 22 )..., Y-l)? 
If u=(u,,ul,..., u,_ i) is an n-tuple of complex numbers, we write D(u) 
for the diagonal matrix 
/ . . . 0 \ 
w4 = T . .t . :::. . P. 
,o 0 ... u”_l 
By a polynomial we shall always mean a polynomial in one indeterminate. 
If g(z) = g, + g,z + * * * + g,zk and gk # 0, the integer k := Igl is called the 
degree of the polynomial g. 
As in [2], we say that a Hankel matrix H = (hick), i, k = 0,. . . , n - 1, is 
compatible with *he nonzero po@omial f = f0 + fiz + . . . + f, z ” of degree 
at most n if Hf=O, where H=(hi+k)r i=O ,..., n-2, k=O ,..., n, and 
f^=(&..., f,)‘. We then write H E &‘( f ). 
A generalized polynomial P is defined as a pair (p, e) consisting of a 
polynomial p and a nonnegative integer e, the excess of P. We may think of 
e as being the multiplicity of infinity as a root of P. The sum 1 p I+ e will be 
called the essential degree of the generalized polynomial P. We define an 
order relation (complete divisibility) for generalized polynomials as follows: 
Fl ’ F, 
if and only if fi I fi and e, Q e2. This is in accordance with the following 
definition of multiplication: 
Plp2 = (rw2, el + e2). 
If F, I F, and fi + 0, then F, = F,P, where 
p = (f2/fiy e2 - 4. 
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The sum F, + F, will only be defined for polynomials of the same 
essential degree 
where e is chosen so that the essential degree of the resulting polynomial 
equals that of F, and F,. 
As soon as a notion of divisibility is defined, we may speak about common 
divisors and greatest common divisors for generalized polynomials; we shall 
use the terms complete common divisor and complete greatest common 
divisor, respectively. 
Two generalized polynomials (f,, e,) and (f2, es) will be called com- 
pletely relatively prime if their complete greatest common divisor is a 
nonzero constant with essential degree zero, i.e., f, and fi are relatively 
prime in the usual sense and at least one of the integers e,, e2 is zero. In an 
obvious way one extends this notion to the case of several generalized 
polynomials. 
In the sequel we shall adopt the following convention: The expression “f 
is a polynomial of essential degree m” is to be understood as follows: f is a 
polynomial and, setting e = m - 1 f 1, the pair (f, e) is a generalized poly- 
nomial. If f is a polynomial of essential degree m we shall write 11 f II= m. 
It is obvious that the most appropriate language in which the present 
theory should be formulated is that of forms rather than polynomials. Since 
the projective approach would necessitate the recapitulation of a number of 
notions from the theory of forms, we prefer to work with polynomials 
admitting “ roots at infinity”; in this manner we are able to stay within the 
more familiar framework of polynomials and, at the same time, present a 
self-contained exposition. 
We have observed already that the natural language for the formulation of 
the majority of the results could be that of the theory of forms: the 
correspondence between generalized polynomials and forms may be de- 
scribed as follows: If f is a generalized polynomial of essential degree m, the 
corresponding form y of degree m is 
ix. \ 
f-f*(x,,xz)=f -2 xz”‘. 
i I x2 
Given a form f” of degree m, we obtain the corresponding generalized 
polynomial in the form (f, e) where f(x) = fc(x, 1) and 1 f I + e = m. 
Some more terminology will be needed to deal with results where the 
order of the roots of a polynomial is to be taken into account. A projec- 
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tive spectrum CJ is defined as a triple a=(!X,%,e), where %=((a,,...,ak) 
is a sequence of complex numbers or the empty set, in = (n,, . . . , nk) is a 
sequence of positive integers or the empty set, in case Yl is so, and e is a 
nonnegative integer. We exclude the case ( 0, 0 ,O). The integer ni will be 
called the multiplicity of ei, the number e is the excess of u and 
k 
N:=e+m, m := C ni 
i=l 
will be referred to as the essential degree of cr. If u = (0, 0, e), we set 
N:=e. 
To each projective spectrum u we shall assign a generalized polynomial F 
as follows. Set f(x) = 1 if m = 0, and f(x) = ll;=,(x - CY~)“J if m > 0. Then 
F=(f,e), 
so that the essential degree of F equals N. 
In [3], we defined the affine Vandermonde matrix corresponding to such 
a polynomial f and excess N - m as the N by N matrix 
(PNn(t))ij= (#-j, O<i<N-1, OQjGn-1 
and 
P = (0, JN_,)T is N by N - m. 
Here, and in the sequel, J (with a subscript p or without) denotes the flip 
matrix(Si,p_l_j), i,j=O ,..., p-l. 
In this definition, there was an obvious ambiguity due to the fact that, in 
a polynomial, no natural ordering of the roots is given. It is obvious that, in 
[3], we are, in fact, assigning the affine Vandermonde matrix to a projective 
spectrum rather than to a polynomial; it is thus natural to call that matrix the 
affine Vandermonde matrix corresponding to the projective spectrum and 
denote it by M(u). We shall keep, however, the notation M(f) whenever 
there is no danger of a misunderstanding. The reader will be able to give the 
symbol M(f) the right interpretation in each case. 
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Let us recall some of the properties of M. First of all, it is easy to show 
that M(a) is always invertible. Furthermore there is an intertwining relation 
which also should be reformulated in terms of spectra rather than polynomi- 
als. 
If f, g are two polynomials of degree Q n, we define the Bezoutian 
matrix of f, g as the n by ?z matrix B,(f, g) for which 
p(yyB,(f,g)p(X) = f(*)g(y; $“‘““’ .
Now suppose that f has 12 distinct roots x,,,. . . , x,_~. Write fi for the 
polynomial fj( XX> = f( x)/( x - x j). It is easy to verify that 
in particular 
Collecting these formulae for all pairs i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 and observing that 
V=(p(r,),..., p(x,_ i)) is the Vandermonde matrix corresponding to 
x0,. . . , x,_ i, we obtain the matrix identity 
VTBn(fy g)V= D( fj(xj)g(xj)) (1) 
which will be used in the sequel. 
Throughout the present paper y and z will be two fixed n-tuples of 
complex numbers 
Y = (Yo,...>Y”-A 
2 = (z,,..., q-1). 
We define two polynomials a and b by formulae 
a(x) = (x - y,) . . . (x - ynpl), 
b(x) = (x - q,) . . . (x - z,_~). 
The polynomials a i and bj are obtained by leaving out the factors (x - yj) 
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and (X - z j), respectively, from the product. We shall also need two matrices 
W(y), W(z) connected with a and b in the following manner. The entries 
~2 i j of W( y ) are defined by the requirement that 
n-l 
c aijxj=ai(x), i=O,l,..., n-l. 
j-0 
Similarly, the entries bij of W(y) satisfy 
n-1 
c bijd=bi(x), i=O,l I..., n-l. 
j-0 
In this manner W(y) is defined as the matrix which satisfies 
for all r. Similarly 
W(Z)P(X) = (h,(+.,b,-,(#- 
for all complex numbers x. 
If V is the Vandermonde matrix corresponding to the numbers y,, . . . , y,, 
we have 
and this is the diagonal matrix with ai on the diagonal. If the numbers yj 
are all distinct, these numbers are all different from zero and it follows that 
W(y) is invertible. 
To eliminate the ambiguities in the definitions of affine Vandermonde 
matrices and of intertwining matrices corresponding to a polynomial, we 
restate them now in terms of projective spectra; in the rest of the paper, 
however, we shall frequently use the more natural terminology replacing the 
polynomial spectrum by the corresponding polynomial. This correspondence 
being many to one, there is a possibility of ambiguities; the reader who is 
aware of this danger will have no trouble giving the formulae the correct 
interpretation, however. In this manner we will be able to avoid rather 
cumbersome fornudations using projective spectra. 
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Suppose we are given a projective spectrum o of essential degree n. We 
denote by %+‘-(a) the family of all block diagonal matrices of order n, the 
blocks being upper triangular Toeplitz matrices of sizes 
n,, n 2”“> nk, n - m. 
Further we consider the affine Vandermonde matrix M( u ) corresponding 
to the projective spectrum u. We introduce the following families of matrices 
L@“‘(a) = M(u)W(u)M(a) -l, 
ap(u) = W(y)i2("'(u)W(y) -I, 
.q”‘(u) = W(z)ayu)W(z) -l. 
2. LOEWNER MATRICES CORRESPONDING TO A POLYNOMIAL 
In this section we give the definition of a Loewner matrix, characterize 
Loewner matrices by certain intertwining relations, and clear up their 
relations to Bezoutians. 
DEFINITION. Suppose 
are 2n distinct complex numbers; write a and b for the polynomials 
a(x) = (x - yo). . . (x - Yn-l), 
b(x) =(x - zo) ... (x - ql). 
If f, g are two polynomials such that f(x) and the product a( x)b(r ) are 
relatively prime, we define the Loewner matrix L,,.( f, g) corresponding to f 
and g by the formula 
g(Yi) g(‘k) --- 
L,,.(f7 .!z)ik =
f(Yi) f('k) 
!fi-zk ’ 
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If f is a given polynomial, we shall denote by YV,,(f) the family of all 
matrices of the form L,,.(f, g) for polynomials g of degree at most n. 
The following lemma establishes a relation between Loewner matrices 
and Bkzoutians. 
lx.,.,,,.-,.,... 0 1 7 “a I “,A L 7”, Ia.rr. ...,7...+,~:,7, ,Cc7n”.,.nn xl,+ n.,.,.“nJ_ 
In”~“JIII”m A.1. LAtj‘ , UIUL I‘ “tj CLV” p”cyrwrrc‘uw “, L&tjgrco lWY ~*c,/(jcx4- 
ing n. Suppose that f is relatively prim to the product a(r)b(x). Denote by 
M(a) and M(b) the Vandermonde matrices corresponding to a and b: 
M(b) = (~(q,>m ~tz,-& 
Then 
Proof. For an arbitrary pair of indices i, k we have 
= f(z,)h(y,) - hhc)f(d 
‘k - Yi 
h(d htZk) -- 
= _ f(y.) ftyi) 
t fbk) f(Zk) 
Yi - ‘k 
=- nf ft,, \\r If h\rdff9 \\ 
Y\J\Yp//Y~,~\J~‘.IY\J\Lq//ik~ 
and this completes the proof. W 
As a corollary we obtain the following criterion of nonsingularity for 
Loewner matrices. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let f, h be two polynomials of essential degree n, with 
f relutively prim to the product a(x)b(x). Then L,,,(f, h) is invertible if 
and only if f and h are completely relatively prim (f and h are relatively 
prime and at least one of them has degree n). 
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Proof. An immediate consequence of the nonsingularity criterion for 
Bkoutians. W 
Let us mention another consequence of Proposition 2.1 which will be 
used later. 
COROLURY 2.3. Suppose that f(x) and the product a(x)b(x) are rela- 
tively prime. Then the set 9,,,(f) is a linear space of dimension n. 
Proof. Since the matrices M(a), M(b), D( f(yi)), D( f(zZ)) are all 
invertible, we have 
L&f, h) = RB,(f, h)Q 
for suitable invertible matrices P, Q. The dimension of the space of all 
B,( f, h) is n by Lemma 1.1 of [4]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a polynomial of degree at most n such that f(x) 
and the product a(x)b(x) are relatively prime. Zf L is an n by n matrix, then 
the following assertions are equivalent: 
(9 L E _EPy,Af ); 
(ii) there exists a Hankel m&ix H compatible with f such that 
L= W(y)HW(z)x; 
(iii) if R, and R, are matrices connected by the relation 
then R, E a&f ), R, E %(f ), and 
R,L = LR;; 
(iv) there exists a nonderogatory matrix R, E 5Py( f) such that 
R,L = LR; 
if R, is defined as R, = W(z)W(y)-‘R,W(y)W(z)-‘. 
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Proof. First we shall prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii) under the 
assumption that L is nonsingular. Suppose first that L satisfies (i). Then 
L = L,,+(f, g) for some polynomial g such that f and g are relatively prime 
and at least one of the polynomials f and g has degree n. It follows from 
Proposition 2.1 that 
whence 
L = - W(Y PB,(f> dQwz)T, 
where 
Q = M(b>o-'(f(~,))[w'<~>l -l* 
We intend to show that PB,( f, g)Q is a Hankel matrix compatible with f. 
This will follow from Theorem 3.2 of [4] if we show that P and Q belong to 
X( f ). To prove that, we use the fact, discovered by F. J. Lander [5], that a 
nonsingular matrix is Hankel if and only if its inverse is a Bezoutian. We need 
a stronger result: a nonsingular matrix H belongs to X(f) if and only if 
H- ’ = B( f, p) for some p. For a proof of this stronger result, see Proposition 
5.6 of [7]. 
Using the identity W( y)M(a) = D(ai(yi)) we may rewrite P in the form 
recalling the relation (1) 
M(a)TBn(a, f )M(a) = D(ai(Yi)f(Yi))p 
we obtain P = B(a, f)-'. 
In a similar manner, we can show that Q E X( f ). 
Conversely, consider a nonsingular Hankel matrix H compatible with f. 
The matrices P and Q being nonsingular Hankel matrices compatible with f, 
it follows from Theorem 3.2 of [4] that P-‘HQ-’ is a Bezout matrix of the 
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form B,( f, g) for some polynomial g of degree at most n. Thus 
By Proposition 2.1 this shows that L = L,,.( f, g). 
In the general case, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that any L satisfying (i) 
may be written as a linear combination of nonsingular elements of gV, .( f ). 
It follows from what we have already proved that the matrix 
H=W(y)_‘L[WT(X)] -l 
is then represented as the same linear combination of Hankel matrices 
compatible with f, and hence again is a Hankel matrix compatible with f. 
Conversely, any Hankel matrix compatible with f may be represented as 
a linear combination of nonsingular Hankel matrices compatible with f. The 
matrix L is then again the same linear combination of the corresponding 
Loewner matrices compatible with f and hence a Loewner matrix compati- 
ble with f. 
Suppose H is compatible with f, and consider an R, E .G%‘& f ). Then R, 
rn”., ha .x,r;ttnn in tha fn- *,x&y “b V”IICLcIII 111 CllU l”llll 
for a suitable R E B’( f ). Clearly 
is an element of a,(f). If L stands for W(y)HW(z)r, we have 
R,L = W(y)RHW(# = W(y)HRTW(&” 
= W(y)HWT(z)WT(z) -lRTW(#= LR;. 
This proves the implication (ii) -+ (iii). The implication (iii) + (iv) is 
immediate. 
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To prove the implication (iv) + (ii) consider the matrix H = 
W( y ) - ‘L W ‘( z ) - I. Since R y is nonderogatory, so is 
It follows that R, = W( z)R W( z) ~ ‘. Since R is a nonderogatory element of 
W(f), it suffices to show that HRT = RH; it will follow from (2.8) of [3] that 
H is a Hankel matrix compatible with 5 Now 
= RW(y)p’LWT(z)-l=RH. 
The proof is complete. n 
Hankel matrices and Bezoutians are symmetric; the presence of the two 
sequences z and y which are different from each other in general makes it 
obvious that no such simple relation of symmetry can hold for Loewner 
matrices. Nevertheless the following corollary of Theorem 2.4 shows that a 
sort of symmetry with respect to y and z can still be salvaged. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let L E Y(y, z). Then Wp’(y)L[W-l(z)]’ = 
wpl(z)LTIWT(y)]-l. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.4 the matrix 
w-l(y)L[WT(z)] -I 
is Hankel, and hence symmetric. 
3. BI?ZOUTIANS AND INVERSE MATRICES 
The qualitative result on products of Bezoutians and their inverses which 
we have proved in [4] admits a quantitative strengthening. This requires 
solving a congruence relation for polynomials, taking into account, however, 
the presence of a root at infinity. This requires a somewhat more delicate 
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handling-we explain the projective character of these considerations in 
some detail. As a consequence of the main theorem we obtain a strengthen- 
ing of a recent result of Z. VavKn [8] on inverses of Loewner matrices. We 
also show that the classical Barnett formula possesses an interesting analog in 
the context of Loewner matrices. 
A part of the results of this section is based on some relations for 
generalized polynomials. These are explained carefully in the first two 
lemmata. In order not to complicate the statements, we simplify the language 
somewhat. The expression “a generalized polynomial f of essential degree 
p ” is taken to mean the pair ( f, e) such that IfI + e = p; thus f is a nonzero 
polynomial and IfI < p. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f, g, h be generalized polynomials of essential degrees 
p, 9, p + 9 respectively. Zf f and g are completely relatively prime, then there 
exist generalized polynomials A and B of essential degrees 9 and p respec- 
tively such that 
Af + Bg = h. (2) 
Moreover, the set M of all pairs A, B with essential degrees 9 and p 
satisfying Af + Bg = h may be described as follows. Suppose (A,, B,) E M. 
Then M consists of all pairs of the form (A, - og, B, + wf) where o is a 
constant. 
Proof. Since at least one of the equalities If I = p, jg I = 9 holds, we can 
suppose without loss of generality that If I = p. Then we can write 
h=uf+k 
where either k = 0 and Jhl= luj+ If 1, or k # 0 and 1kl-c If I. 
In the first case, set A = u - og, B = Of for a suitable o # 0 and (2) will 
be fulfilled. 
In the second case, let us first solve 
A,f + B,g = k tith I Ad < Igl, IB,l < If I. (3) 
Since f and g are relatively prime, there exist polynomials a and b such that 
af + bg = 1. 
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Dividing bk by f, we obtain 
bk = j% + $ 
where $ is either zero or IBe1 < 1 f 1. We have then 
k=(af+bg)k=ujk+g(fi+B,,)=f(ak+gw)+gB,,. 
Since k z 0 and Ikl< Ifl, it follows that $ f 0, so that l$l < Ifl. Set 
A, = ak + gw, so that 
k= fA,+gB,. 
Since Ikl< If I < I fAOl, it follows that lgBOl = I fAOl, whence 
lAoI+ If I = IfAd = L&J= M-t l&J< Igl+ If I, 
so that lAoI c Igl. 
From (3) we obtain (2) by setting 
A=A,+u, B= $. 
Indeed, IAl < q even in the case u # 0, since then IuI = lhl- If I < 9 and 
I4 G mdIAol, 14) d 9. 
To prove the last assertion, suppose that (A,, B,) E M and consider an 
arbitrary solution (A, B) E M. Then 
(A-A,)f+(B-$)g=o. 
Since f and g are relatively prime, f divides B - B,. However, I BI < p, 
I B,I Q p; the difference B - B, must be a constant multiple of f. Thus 
B - B, = wf and A - A,, = - wg, and the proof is complete. n 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f, g,, g,, g,, g be po1ynomiui.s with essential degrees 
n. Suppose k is a positive integer, and let G4, G, be two polynomials with 
IIGII = IWI = kn. 
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Suppose f and the product g2G4 are completely relatively prime. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a polynomial H with ([H/I = (k + 1)n such that 
g,g,Gs - g,G,g = fH; (4) 
(ii) there exist three polynomials h, p, Pwith llhll= n, llPjl= kn, llpll = n 
such that 
g3G5 - G,h = P, (5) 
g,h - g,g = Fp> (6) 
and g,P + G,p + 0. 
Proof. Suppose first that (ii) holds. Setting H = g,P + G,p; we obtain a 
polynomial of essential degree (k + 1)n and this proves (i). 
To prove the converse implication, denote by d the complete greatest 
common divisor of f and g,; let m = Ildll. Let g^, = g,/d, f = f/d, so that 
g^i, f have essential degrees n - m and are completely relatively prime. 
Since d is also completely relatively prime to G,, (3) implies that d 
comnletelv divides g; set g = g/d, so that 1!g1! = n - m. By Lemma 3.1, -----r---mm, 
there exist polynomials h,, p, such that 
and 
Ilholl = ll~oll = n. 
BY (4) 
g^,g,G, - g,W = fi. 
Therefore, (7) implies that 
&k&-G&o) =fiH--G,P,). 
The polynomials f^ and g^i being completely relatively prime, there exists a 
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polynomial M, llMlj = kn + m, such that 
H - G,P, = g^,M, 
g,G, - G,h, = j%l. (8) 
Since d and G, are completely relatively prime, there exist, by Lemma 
3.1, polynomials u and u, llull = m, [(VI\ = kn, for which 
G,u + dv = M. 
BY (6), 
or 
g,G, - G,h, = f(G,u + du), 
g,G, - G4( h, + uf^) = f;lv 
which is (5) if 
h = h, + uf; 
llhll is n as needed. 
Since (7) implies 
we obtain 
for 
P = PO + Ug^l 
and llplj = n; hence also (6) if we multiply by d. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f be a nonzero polynomial of essential degree n. Let k 
be a positive integer; let g,, g,, . . . , g2k+l be polynomials of essential degree 
n such that f and g,, are completely relatively prime for r = 1,. . . , k. 
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Then the product 
B,(f, &P,‘(f7 g,P,(f, g,P,_‘(f, g4) .. . K’(f9 g,,Pn(f, g2k+l) 
of B&out matrices and their inverses can be written as a single matrix 
B,,( f, g); the polynomial g of essential degree n satisfies this property if and 
only if 
is,g, * * *g2k+l-g2g4” ’ g,kg = fp (9) 
for a suitable polynomial P of degree at most kn. 
If g = g, is a polynomial satisfying the property (9), then the set of all 
polynomials satisfying (9) consists of all polynomials of the fnm g, + wf 
where w is a constant. 
The polynomial g may also be characterized as the polynomial of essential 
degree n which interpokztes the quotient g,g, +. . g2k+l/g2g4 . . . g2k at the 
roots off (including multiplicities and the root at infinity). 
Proof. We deal first with the case k = 1. We shall distinguish two cases 
according to the degree of f. Suppose first that 1 f I= n. Since B(p, q) = 
PB(fi-‘p, q) for any scalar B # 0, we may limit ourselves to the case of a 
manic polynomial f. Suppose g satisfies 
g,g, - g,g = fP. 
If C stands for the companion matrix of f, we have, by Bamett’s formula [we 
omit the subscript n in B,,( f, g) etc.] 
B(f, gi) = B(f,l)gi(C) 
for i = 1,2,3. It follows that 
B(f, g,)B-‘(f, g,)B(f, g3) = B(fJ)g,(C)g,(C) -‘g3(C) 
= B(fJ)g(C) = B(f,g). 
If (f 1 < n, it follows from our assumption that Igl = n. For every complex 
number E the polynomial 
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satisfies the relation 
g,g, - g2tg - EP) = f,P* 
If E # 0, then If,\= n and, according to what we have already proved, 
mL &P-Y&, g2Pt.L g3) = m, g - EP). 
Since I?( f,, g z) = B( f, g s) it follows that 
equals B( f,, g - sp) for every E # 0. Since both these expressions are poly- 
nomials in E they are equal even for 8 = 0. 
On the other hand, suppose f is a polynomial of degree n and g r, g,, g,, 
g four polynomials of degree < n such that f and g, are relatively prime 
and 
Btf> g,)Btf, d -%A cd = Btf, g>. 
We shall show that there exists a polynomial p of degree < n such that 
g,g, - 63z2 = fp. 
To see that, we write C for the companion of f and B for B( f, 1). Using 
Bamett’s formula B( f, h) = Bh( C), we obtain 
Bg,(C)g,(C) -lB-‘&,(C) =BdC), 
whence gl(C)g3(C) = g(C)g,(C). Since C is nonderogatory, it follows that 
g,g, - gg, is divisible by $ Thus g,g, - gg, = f;p for some polynomial p 
which either is zero or has degree not exceeding n, since the g ‘s are 
polynomials of degree G n. 
Now let IfI < n. By Lemma 3.1 there exists a generalized polynomial g, 
of essential degree n such that 
g,g, - gogz = fi, (10) 
for a generalized polynomial p of essential degree n. For any E, 
g,g, - (go - &Pk2 = (f+ %2)P 
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also holds. Therefore 
q.f+ %Z g,W’(f+ %2, g,Mf+ %2I g3) 
= w-+ %2> &I - w) 
whenever E f 0, since then If+ sga/ = n. Since B(f+ .sgs, gs) = B(f, ga), 
both sides of the previous equality are polynomials in E. Consequently, the 
equality is also true for E = 0: 
f-cf, .dWf> g,P(L g3) = B(f, go). 
By our assumption, the left hand side is B( f, g). Therefore, B(f, go) = 
B( f, g), so that g, = g + wf where o is a constant. By (lo), 
g,g, - @T, = f(P - %2) 
and the case k = 1 is settled. 
Now let k > 1. We shall use induction with respect to k and suppose that 
the assertion holds for k - 1. 
Assume first that (9) is fulfilled. By Lemma 3.2, there exist generalized 
polynomials h and p of essential degrees n such that 
g,g, - hg, = fb 
as well as 
hg,... g2k+l- %4 ’ ’ .g,k=fp 
hold. By the previous result and by the induction hypothesis, 
B(_f> gW’(f, g,P(f, ga) = B(f, h) 
and 
B(f> W-‘(f, g,P(f, gs) ” ’ B-‘(f> g2k)B(f, g,k+,) = B(f, g). 
Consequently, 
B(f, g&-‘(f, g2) “. B-‘(f> g2k)R(f, g2k+l) = B(f, g>. 
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Conversely, let this relation hold. Then 
B(f9 &W’(f~ g,P(ft &I = B(f, fi) 
for some generalized polynomial fi of essential degree n such that 
g,g, - g2h = f?T (11) 
where fi is a generalized polynomial of essential degree n. Also, 
B(fT WYfT g4) .. . Wf? g,,P(f, &k+l) = B(f, g). 
By the induction hypothesis, 
Rg, . * * g2k+l- g4 ” 'g,k=@ 02) 
for some generalized polynomial @ of essential degree (k - 1)n. However, 
(11) together with (12) yields (9) for I’ = g2P + figs. . . gsk+l. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. Under the same assumptions as in Lemmu 3.1 the 
following cyclic identity holds: 
B(f, fzlP(f, g2> -‘B(f, g3) = B(f, g3P(f, g2) -‘B(fa d. 
The following theorem was proved first by Z. VavEin [8] under the 
assumption that 1 f I= n by a computational method. We present a more 
conceptual proof. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let f be a polynomial of degree not exceeding n such that 
f(x) and a( x)b( x) are relatively prime. Let g, h be polynomials of degree at 
most n such that 
gh = ab + fj~ (13) 
for a suitable polynomial p of degree at most n. Then 
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Proof. We begin by stating the following obvious relation: 
valid for any polynomial h of degree at most n. There is an analogous 
relation for the polynomial b. 
Using the relation between L and B matrices proved in Proposition 2.1, 
we obtain 
Now we write down the analogous formula for I?( f, g)B( f, a)-‘, inter- 
changing, of course, the roles of y and z. Also, we keep in mind the obvious 
relation 
L,y(f¶ g) = [ &,*(f, g,] 7 
We have thus 
By (13), it follows from Theorem 2.5 that 
whence 
B(f,g)B-‘(f,+(f, h) = B(f, b), 
Replacing each pair of the factors here by the expressions just obtained in 
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terms of the corresponding Lmatrices, we obtain 
[ M(b)T] -lD(f(zi))L(f* g)TD(ai<Yi>) -’ 
and a cyclic rearrangement yields 
L(f~~)TD(f(Yi)ui(Yi)~‘)L(f~h)~(f(zi)bi(zi)~’)~l~ n 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose the four polyrwmials f, g,, g,, g, satisfy the 
same conditions as in Theorem 3.3. Zf g is a polynomiul of degree at most n 
such that 
g,g,-&h=.fb 
for some polynomial p of degree at most n, then 
L(f, g&(f, gz) -‘ZJ(f, g3) = ZJ(f, g). 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.1 
L(f, h) = - AB,(f, h)B, 
where 
A=D(f(yi))-lM(Q)T, 
B=M(b)D(f(z,))-‘. 
Using this fact, it is possible to deduce the desired relation from the 
analogous identity for BBzoutians proved in Theorem 3.3. W 
THEOREM 3.7. Let f be a polynomial of degree n; denote by e the linear 
polynomial e(x) = x. Zf g is an arbitrary polynomial, then 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the formula for the particular case of the 
polynomials 
g(x) = xk 
for k=0,1,2 ,..., n - 1. The case k = 0 and k = 1 is obvious. Now suppose 
the theorem proved for some k with 1~ k < n. The general formula in 
Theorem 3.6 yields, together with the induction hypothesis, 
L(f,e k+l)=L(f,ek)L(f,l)YIL(f,e) 
=L(f,l)[L(f,l)~‘L(f,e)]kL(f,l)~lL(f,e), 
and this completes the proof. n 
The result just proved represents an obvious analogy to the Bamett 
formula 
B(fY g) = B(f, lMC(f 1). 
The role of the companion C(f) of the polynomial f is played now by the 
matrix L( f, 1) ‘L( f, e), and so it is natural to ca.U this matrix the Loewner 
companion of f. It is not surprising that this matrix turns out to be similar to 
C( f ). Indeed, we have seen in Corollary 2.3 that 
L(f, h) = - AB( f, h)B 
for suitable matrices A andB. It follows that 
It seems interesting that the matrix B, and so the Loewner companion, is 
independent of the sequence y,, . . . , y, _ 1. The matrix B is defined in terms 
of f and the sequence z,,, . . . , z,_ 1. 
Another observation: there exists another identity relating L and LT with 
a connecting matrix depending on y and z only. The identity in Theorem 2.5 
may be restated in the form UL = LTUT = (UL)T, where U = W( z)W( y) ‘. 
If V(y) stands for the Vandermonde matrix of the sequence ya, . . . , y,_ r 
we have U= W(z)W(y)-‘= W(.z)V(y)D(c~,(y~))~‘, whence 
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Similarly, since U-’ = W(Y)W(z)-‘, 
1 44 (U-yik=-- 
Yi - ‘k bk(zk) ’ 
If we denote by F the matrix 
Fik=L 
zi - Yk 
and observe that 
(FT)ik= - d- 
Yi - zk 
we may write 
4%) U-‘=-FTD _ 
( ) bth) ’ 
Hence 
so that the matrix 
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is complex orthogonal (in the sense that WWT = 1). 
Another comment on Bamett type formulae might be in order here. 
Consider the case that 1 fl = n. The matrix g( C( f)) clearly has the properties 
of a resultant-it is invertible if and only if g and f are relatively prime. It is 
natural to consider also expressions with the order of the matrices reversed: it 
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is easy to obtain one by transposing the Bamett formula. Since Bezoutians 
are symmetric, we have 
B(f> d = fdCTMfJ). 
In particular, for g = e, 
B(f,e)=CQ(f,l), 
whence 
a similarity relation between C and Cr. 
4. FACTORIZATION FORMULAE 
If f is a polynomial of degree n and if C stands for its companion, a 
factorization formula due to Bamett makes it possible to express, for an 
arbitrary polynomial g, the Bezoutian matrix B(f, g) as the product 
B( f, l)g(C). This factorization formula may be extended to rational functions 
g as follows. If g is a rational function of the form a/b when b and f are 
relatively prime, there exist polynomials A and B such that 
Ab+Bf=a. 
Upon divid$g A by f, we obtain A = Qf + A, where either A = 0 or the 
degree of A is less than n. We have then 
a=Ab+(B+Qb)f, (14) 
yd it is e?y to see that d is uniquely determined by the-requirement that 
A = 0 or IAl < n. It is natural to define B( f, g) to be B( f, A). It follows from 
(14) that 
a(C) = ri(C)b(C) 
and b(C) is nonsingular. Thus 
B = B(f, A) = B(f,l)ti(C) = B(f,l);(C). 
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In this section we intend to investigate to what extent analogous formulae 
remain true if polynomials f of degree smaller than n are admitted. 
NOTATION. If f is a polynomial and if m >, Ifl, we write fiml for the 
polynomial 
LEMMA 4.1. Let g, h be two polynomials, M a matrix, and let an 
integer m > m=(lfl, lgl) b e g iven. Suppose that M-’ and [g(M-‘)I-’ exist. 
Then g[,,,]( M) is nonsingular and 
f@-l) = E(M). 
[m 
05) 
Proof. Immediate verification. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a, b be two polynomiuls such that [al = n, Ibl< n. 
Then 
&,(b, 1) = K(a,l)al,](ST) -‘bl”~(ST), 
where S stands for the shij3 matrix (Si, j_1). 
Proof. Observe first that Ial = n implies the nonsingularity of aI,,( 
Since 
&(a,I) = lar,l(S’), 
we have J= B,(a,l)[a[,l(ST)]-l, whence 
4,(b,l) = JbI,,I(ST) = B,(a,l)ar,l(S’)-‘b,(ST). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let f be a polynomial of degree m -C n, 
f(x)= fo+ fix+ *-. + fmxrn, f,#O. 
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If g is a polynomial of degree at most n and 
g=kf+k, 
where either g^ = 0 OT 121 < 1 f I, then 
Here R is a rwnsingulur upper triangular matrix; in block form R = (U, F), 
where U is n by m: 
and F is n by n - m: 
PTOOf. We have 
B,(f,g)=B,(f,kf)+B,(f,g^), 
%(f, kf) = FL,,(l, k)FT, 
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Using these facts, we obtain 
(u F) Kn(fd9 
’ i 0 
= UB,(f, g^)U’+ FB,_,(L k)FT 
= (B”(p) ;) + B,(f, kf) = B,(f, d 
LEMMA 4.4. Let f, g, h be polynomials such that f and g are relatively 
prime and 
If I = m < n = 14, IhI< n. 
Let H, fi, G, g^ be polynomials with the following properties: 
Then 
h=Hf+fi, 
g=Gf+g^, 
either fi=O or (h(<(f(, 
either g^=O or lg^l < Ifl. 
W/x) H,,-,,f,ml + fi,,, -= 
dl/x) G,n-m,f,?n, + &a] 
Proof. We have 
h(W) h,,](X) -=-. 
x41/x) q”](x) ’ 
it is easy to verify the formula 
(16) 
h,,, = H["-mlfrml + h,,,. 
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Using this and an analogous formula for g[,), the result follows. n 
Now we are able to formulate the main result. We recall first the fact that 
for a polynomial f of degree n the following formula holds: 
provided, of course, that g and f are relatively prime. The following theorem 
shows that no such result can be expected to hold if IfI -C n. On the other 
hand, we intend to show that a similar formula holds at least asymptotically. 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose f and g are two polynomials of essential degree 
n, that IfI = m < n, and that f and g are completely relutively prime (in 
other wor&, fund g are relatively prime and Igl = n). Then 
(i) there exists no matrix K such that 
%(fAdK) = 4(f, g)h(K) 
for every polynomial h of degree at most n; 
(ii) there exists a family of matrices C(r) depending on a positive 
parameter r such that, for each h, the limit 
K i 1 $ = h&(qr)) 
exists and satisfies 
The m&ices C(r) are defined, jii r > 0, as follows: 
C(r)=(fw z (s&l RT, 
i i 
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where C is the companion off, S = S, _,,,, and R is the matrix defined in 
Lemma 4.3. 
The matrix K(h/g) can be expressed in the fm 
VT) - 
;w) 0 
0 +ysg 
[n ml 
\ 
RT 
I 
where G, H are polynomials defined by (16). 
Proof. The first part: Suppose K is a matrix which satisfies the relation 
in (i). In particular, for h = 1, 
%(fAgW = K(f, g). 
Now I$,( f, g) is nonsingular, since (g ( = n and f, g are relatively prime; 
however, B,,( f, 1) is singular, since 1 f 1 < n. This contradiction proves the first 
assertion of the theorem. 
In the proof of the second part we shall use the notation introduced in 
Lemma 4.4 and write C for the companion of f. Since g and f are relatively 
prime, the same holds for g and f, so that 
Furthermore, the relation 
g=Gf+g^ 
implies that ICI= n - m; thus it follows from Lemma 4.2 that 
(17) 
B,,-nil, H) = B,_,(L G) py:_). 08) 
n m 
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Now recall the relation 
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since either g = 0 or lgl < m, the polynomial g,,, is divisible by x”-“‘. It 
follows that 
and an analogous formula holds for h. Since IfI = m, the matrix f,,,(S,?_,) 
is nonsingular. Combining these facts, we obtain 
g+,) = Z(s.‘_,.). 
[n ml n 
Since Igl= n, the matrix gl,l(S,T_,) is invertible, so that g , nl (S,‘_ n, + r ) will 
again be invertible if r is a sufficiently small positive number. Since ST-, + r 
is also invertible, it is easy to verify that g((ST_, + r) - ‘) is invertible and 
+,,+r)=;((S:_,,+r)-l). 
n 
It follows that 
exists and 
lim$i(Sz_m+r)P’)=lim~(S~_~+r) 
n 
= ?(p*) = gy:J. (19) 
n [n ml 
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Denoting this matrix, for brevity, by 0, we have, using Lemma 4.3, (I?‘), 
(N, and (1% 
I %c) 0 = B,,(f, g)(RT) -I g 
limi(Sz_,+r)-’ 
i 
RT 
0 
\ 
= Bn(f, d(RT) -. 
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